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GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN CHURCH & SCHOOL

CELEBRATING 67 YEARS IN GOD’S SERVICE

Dear Faithful People of Good Shepherd:

“Return to the Lord
your God, for He is
gracious and
merciful, slow to
anger, and abounding
in steadfast love. “
Joel 2:13

Please visit ourshepherdlives.org
for a complete (color) version (with
larger graphics) of this particularly
long newsletter.

Lent is a time of reflection and preparation. In this season our reflections center
upon identity—both God’s and ours—and the mysterious relationship in which we are
united. On Ash Wednesday we are reminded that “we are dust and to dust we shall
return.” The limitation and helplessness of our humanity is clear in our finitude. The
plague of our sin is as dark as ash and is impossible to hide. Yet the ashes imposed on
our foreheads are in the sign of the cross. The cross is both at the same time the
instrument by which our Lord Jesus was tortured and killed by sinful humankind and the
sign of God’s life-saving grace for us. For Jesus went the way of the cross to provide help
for the helpless, to heal the plague of sin, and restore the broken relationship between
us and God forever.
Lent is not a time for us to become masochists. It is not a time that we show God (or
others) how pious we are. It is a time to take seriously our call to be disciples. Our examination of self will hopefully lead to a greater understanding of the depth of God’s love
for us and the great cost that Jesus paid on our behalf.
To aid us in our Lenten journey we are invited to step up and out in faith. We are
encouraged to step up to the table of fellowship on Wednesdays at 6:15 p.m. for our
soup and bread suppers and to the communion table each Sunday. We are invited to
step out of our comfort zones and share our
faith with our neighbors and friends inviting
them to join our journey. We are also invited
to step out and walk and pray each day
literally so that we will be ready to join in a
special Shepherd’s Walk on the Wednesday
of Holy Week. (See article by Doug Petersen
on the next page!) Stepping out and stepping
up this Lent will give us joy and fuel for our
journey!
Each Wednesday evening after the meal
we are also invited to blend our voices in
song as we share in Holden Evening Prayer.
This time of singing praise to God will also gift
us with nourishment and joy until we reach a
great crescendo with sung Alleluia’s on Easter
morn! Of course our bible study, support
and prayer groups will also continue to meet
and you may want to explore their power this
lent as well. Here at Good Shepherd please
know that we welcome all of God’s children
with open arms and hearts in Jesus’ name!
Reflecting, preparing, praying, praising, walking
sharing, eating, singing, living and loving with Christ,
Pastor Eric O. Olsen

WEDNESDAY – APRIL 17TH
JONES BEACH TO GOOD SHEPHERDSTARTS AT 10AM

Have you trudged through a day when everything went wrong?
Maybe your computer crashed; had a fender bender, or the pet
barfed on the carpet. Perhaps you got some really bad news or day after day it seems you can't catch a break. If
you’re up to your eyebrows in quicksand stress, you want peace now. Right? So here’s a solution: Come on the Shepherds’ Walk on the Wednesday of Holy Week. The Shepherd's Walk is a guided prayer walk through the Journey to
the Cross, starting at Jones Beach at 10:00 a.m. and finishing at Good Shepherd. This 18+-mile walk will feature the
14 Stations of the Cross, and our hope is that this day will give you space to reflect on the events of Jesus’ crucifixion
in a unique and meaningful way. Walk for yourself or maybe a cause. Walk for peace; walk for someone you love,
perhaps someone departed.
Together we will walk the Way of the Cross. As we walk each station we will hear and come in touch with the
events of the journey our Lord took to his crucifixion. Along our route we’ll stop at each station and share a sacred
meditation that focuses on the Passion of Christ. These fourteen stops will trace the final path of Jesus’ life, from the
hours after the Last Supper up until the Crucifixion. The Stations of the Cross is a contemplative practice—a pilgrimage into the suffering heart of Jesus that can be of tremendous value in helping you to deal with your own burdens.
For 2,000 years, the most private and undistracted place was behind the closed door. Now, the noise has
relocated indoors. If our computers and smart phones are near, it’s the worst place to try to pray. Walking through
Times Square is less distracting than sitting alone in a room full of technology!
Join others on the Shepherd’s Walk, and awesome things can happen: your stress lessens; you connect
deeply with God; plus, you get exercise while you reflect on heavenly things, squelching anxiety. You walk with
friends and recall memories of love ones gone before.
1. De-stress! Have you ever had a week or a month or a year when one stress after another slammed you like a
hurricane? Walking helps relieve stress, thus improving your mood and mental outlook. It also reduces
muscle tension and stress hormones as well as high-pressure emotions like anxiety, anger, and depression.
2. Connect with God. When you walk, each stop is an oasis. Quench your spiritual thirst or just reflect. Think
UP—God tells us what to think on: heavenly things.
3. Move it. Walking also unleashes the body’s endorphins, the feel-good neurotransmitters, and the motion
loosens tight muscles and reduces mental stress too.
This centuries-old devotion on suffering emerged from the desire of Jesus’s earliest followers to reverently
trace his steps in the final hours before his death. Over time more and more people joined in this practice, and it
spread throughout the world. In the early development of this devotion many would make the pilgrimage to
Jerusalem to walk the Via Dolorosa, the Way of Sorrows, to experience the actual sites described in the Bible. A
journey of the heart: by their very nature, the Stations of the Cross and the images associated with them are
emotionally charged. The stations reveal the lowest point in Jesus’s life. Precisely because of this, they resonate with
our experiences of difficult times in our lives. They also echo the tough times that we hold in our memories. In these
ways, the stations appeal more to the heart than they do to the head. When we take Jesus’ suffering into us and
ponder in our hearts the events he experienced, we are stirred from spiritual sleep. As Christians who are supposed
to be living in imitation of Christ’s life, what the stations indicate about where we are on our own faith journey.
What is so remarkable about the Passion is that this is where we find Jesus at his most human. Once he’s
condemned to death, there are no miracles. No one walks on water or is healed of leprosy. The blind don’t regain
their sight; the paralytics don’t get up and walk. Nowhere in the Bible is Jesus more humanlike. Even at his birth
angels appeared in the sky. There are no angels now—just torture, betrayal, and death.
Yet, even in this most painful and atrocious of experiences, Jesus doesn’t do what most of us might do. He
does not behave in typically human ways. No one would have blamed him for cursing his tormenters. And yet he did
not. He forgave them. He could have lashed out, ranting and raving against his captors when he was taken and
restrained, but he didn’t. He stayed calm. He could have scorned his friend Peter, who denied him in his moment of
greatest need. And yet Jesus accepted Peter’s weakness and then, astonishingly, still wanted him to be the rock of
the Church.
- Submitted by Doug Petersen

ASH WEDNESDAY IS ON MARCH 6TH.
Please join us for a 2:00 p.m. Prayer Service with Imposition of
Ashes at Shepherd Hill Community Center (115 Central Park
Road) and/or a 7:30 p.m. Worship Service with Imposition of Ashes
at Good Shepherd Lutheran Church (99 Central Park Road).

O

ur ninth annual Wednesday Evening
Lenten Soup & Bread supper will return
on Wednesday, March 13th, at 6:15 p.m.
and will continue for the five Wednesdays in Lent
through and including Holy Week. Each year since
2011 this supper has grown into quite a successful
gathering to which we all look forward.
emember YOU are the reason these types of fellowships
are the success that they are. Having said that, we need
soup makers and bread bringers each week. Please sign up
in the narthex or contact Maureen in the church office at 349-1966 or
church@ourshepherdlives.org.
eeping in tradition, our midweek Lenten worship service
follows each supper at 7:30 p.m. in the church. Ideally,
all of us brothers and sisters should join together in our
soup and bread dinners and continue the Lenten observance with this
7:30 p.m. service.
ourish your soul and your body with good things—this is
a terrific opportunity to grow in faith and fellowship! All
are welcome!
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Altar Care—Erika Jurik & Chandra Joree
DATE

March 3
Eighth Sunday
of the Epiphany

March 6
Ash Wednesday

SERVICE
8:00 a.m.

Lisa Cacchioli
Karin Kienle

10:15 a.m.

Lori Mason
Quinn Broggy

6:00 p.m.

Sunday Night Alive
Jim Blewett
Bonnie McGowan
Ronn Hall
Jim Blewett

7:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

March 10
First Sunday
of Lent

March 17
Second Sunday
of Lent

March 24
Third Sunday
of Lent

10:15 a.m.

Terry Miccio
Christin Walsh

6:00 p.m.

Lori Defilippis
Rose Minnick

8:00 a.m.

Bonnie McGowan
Ronn Hall

10:15 a.m.

Anne Rickmeyer
Anthony Canino

6:00 p.m.

Taize

8:00 a.m.

Lisa Cacchioli
Bonnie McGowan

10:15 a.m.

Kathy Ocker
Jonathan Uzzo

6:00 p.m.

Kurt Langjahr
Rose Minnick
Jim Blewett
Karin Kienle

8:00 a.m.
March 30
Fourth Sunday
of Lent

ASSISTING
MINISTERS

10:15 a.m.

Lori Mason
Luke Olsen

6:00 p.m.

Kurt Langjahr
Lori Defilippis

LECTOR

USHERS

ETHEL’S
COFFEE HOUR

John Bird
Joseph Grappone
Helen Kwong-LaBarbera

Cathy Aldrich
Dean & Annmarie Brown
Karen Faucera

Lori Mason

School Board

N/A
John Bird
Joseph Grappone

Carol Koenig

Karl & Carol Burfeindt
Ron Maisch
John Schwaninger

Please Consider Hosting

John Bird
Joseph Grappone
Karen Faucera

The Canino Family
The Uzzo Family

Please Consider Hosting

John Bird
Joseph Grappone
Ellen Sangesland

The Broggy Family

Please Consider Hosting

John Bird
Joseph Grappone
JoAnn Schulz-Dellacona

Bonnie Gai
The Tollefsen Family

Please Consider Hosting

This month’s Great Christian is based mostly on legend. Little is
written about Eric of Sweden and very little historical data exists. He is believed to be the ancestor of the House of Eric, which ruled Sweden from
roughly 1156 to 1250. It is known that he had a brother named Joar Jedvrdsson. This does fit with a legend which refers to “Eric the Saint,” son of Jetvard.
Of course this is where it gets confusing because Jedvard (Edward) is not really
Scandinavian and thus may point to an English missionary influence. So we can
see it’s like putting a jigsaw puzzle together where often some pieces seem
not to fit.
The only account of Eric’s life comes from legend dating from the late
th
13 century. It was thought that Eric reigned for ten years from 1150 to 1160. And there is some evidence
that he was married to the Danish princess Christina Bjornsdotter.
But then the question is why is Eric thought of as a Great Christian? Well, it is believed that Eric
consolidated Christianity in his realm and spread the faith into Finland, which at this time was pagan. Yet,
here again, the only reliable source that supports this is a Cistercian chronicle from 1200. This Cistercian
group was an order of monks and nuns founded in 1098 in Citeaux, near Dijon France.
It is claimed that upon entering Finland he asked the people to accept Christianity and to make peace with
him. Unfortunately they refused and war broke out. It was only through the sword that Eric reportedly conquered Finland and thus Christianity was spread.
Victory though brought much pain to Eric. It is claimed that he was seen crying while on his knees. And
when asked why, he proclaimed “I am happy and praise God since he gave us victory. But I greatly regret
that so many souls were lost today, those souls could have gained eternal life, if only, they had accepted
Christianity.”
Many claimed that Eric was a just ruler, who supported those who were oppressed. He was supposedly responsible for changing the laws of his kingdom, and later these were called King Eric’s Laws. It is also
claimed that Eric prayed constantly, fasted and showed empathy with people in distress and often gave to
the poor.
It was told that Eric was killed and beheaded by unspecified enemies during May of 1160. And legend has it
that where his head fell, a spring began to flow from the earth. Eric is often called Eric the Lawgiver, Eric
the Saint, and Eric the Holy. Although Eric was never formally canonized, he is considered a Saint whose
feast day with the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America is May 18 th.
- Submitted by
James B. Blewett

We will be celebrating First Holy Communion during our 10:15 a.m. worship service
on Palm Sunday, April 14th. If you have a child in third grade or higher who would
like to receive his/her First Holy Communion, please plan to attend two Communion
classes: the first on Sunday, April 7th immediately following our 10:15 a.m. worship
service and the second at our soup supper on Wednesday, April 10th at 6:15 p.m. in
the school gym. If you have a baptized child younger than First Communion age, but
you feel that he/she is ready to receive, please speak to Pastor Eric so that he/she
may be included in this class.

Lisa and I would like to thank everyone
for their kind Christmas & New Year
cards, wishes and Gifts. We are truly
blessed. Thank you.

High-schooler ‘sticks it to cancer’
with surprise comeback

By Sean Leahy, February 16, 2019, 9:00 p.m. EST (published on nhl.nbcsports.com; reprinted with permission)

It was standing room only in the rink, with those in attendance unaware of the surprise that was to be
announced in a few moments. Derek Zacchino was lined up on the blue line in full uniform next to his Bethpage High
School teammates prepared to take part in the ceremonial puck drop for a benefit game in his honor.
It had been a trying three months for the junior defenseman and his family. A surprise diagnosis after the first
practice of the year changed the entire season. Now here he was inside the Town of Oyster Bay Ice Skating Center
holding a secret that only few people there knew. Hours before the benefit game Derek learned that partaking in the
pre-game puck drop wouldn’t be his only on-ice duties that evening.
September 4 on Long Island was a hot one. Temperatures reached the 90s the day before many schools opened
in the area. That Tuesday also marked the first day of practice for the Bethpage Eagles hockey team. The 2018-19
season was to be one of transition for the Eagles. Despite losing the league’s top goaltender and scorer, and some of
their top defensemen to graduation, they were hoping to build off last season’s run where they won their conference, reached the Nassau County final, and participated in the New York State tournament.
Derek left that first practice early feeling ill. He found himself experiencing double vision and ended up vomiting
in the dressing room. Having experienced headaches over the summer, he chalked it up to being related to
concussions he’d suffered in the past. One week and numerous tests later, he found himself on the way to Cohen
Children’s Medical Center after doctors discovered a large mass.
“Sorry I couldn’t come to practice tonight, I had to go to the hospital. Turns out I have fluid on my brain,” was
the text Derek wrote to Eagles head coach Jeff Schmier, who initially thought he was feeling dehydrated.
Doctors had found a tumor on Derek’s brain and were able to take most of it after emergency surgery the next day.
After some tests, it was discovered the tumor was malignant and he was diagnosed with Glioblastoma, an
“aggressive type of cancer that can occur in the brain or spinal cord,” according to the Mayo Clinic. “[My wife and I]
were just numb. I just thought life as I know it was ended,” said Derek’s dad, Don. “If something takes Derek away
from me, I don’t see how I can ever be the same, let alone move on.” But seeing Derek’s attitude after surgery and
the diagnosis, especially as his concern focused on when he could play hockey again and not what he’s been through,
helped Don and his wife Dawn deal with the situation.
“He never complained,” said Don. “He never showed sadness or [asked] ‘why me?’ That’s what carried us
through. People ask me at work all the time, ‘How are you going through with this? You’re amazing.’ I’m not amazing.
My son’s amazing. When I grow up, I want to be Derek. He was leading my wife and I in this journey of positivity. He
never let us break down, because how could we? It doesn’t seem to be affecting him.” Following the surgery, a
(Continued on page 10)

schedule began that featured radiation treatments five times a week and a chemotherapy infusion every Monday.
Derek still wanted to attend school, so treatments took place after classes ended for the day. His new challenge also
didn’t keep him away from rink. He was still able to attend practices and games just to be around his teammates and
help keep a sense of normalcy. “It wasn’t too hard being away,” said Derek. “It was more tough not being able to
play in the games.”
As Derek went through his cancer battle, the community rallied around the Zacchinos. Plans were made to turn
Bethpage’s Dec. 19 game into a benefit for the hospital, which saw T-shirts featuring the slogan “Stick It To Cancer”
sold in large quantities, as well as gift baskets and signed items donated by various NHL teams to be raffled off.
The night that was expected to raise only few hundred dollars ballooned into something bigger. Once the
crowd filed into packed rink, the atmosphere by those in attendance was likened to that of an NHL playoff game.
Everyone was there to support Derek, but earlier in the day some surprise news changed the entire feel of the night.
As Derek sat down for his lunch period, Don called with the news that his doctors had cleared him to play that
night. Now he had to go the rest of the day without revealing the secret. When they arrived at the rink later that
day, only Derek, his parents, Schmier, and the head coach of the opposing team, Oceanside High School, knew he
was playing. Derek arrived about 90 minutes before the game because he wanted to beat the crowd and say hello to
everyone he needed to and then get ready. “I came in and I’ve never seen so many people in such a confined space,”
he said. Schmier had arranged to have each team in the league have a representative in attendance, some of whom
sent a number of players from their roster.
A former member of the Eagles’ team who now helps out assisted Derek in getting his equipment into the
dressing room without anyone noticing. As Schmier did his usual pre-game pep talk, he emphasized to his players the
importance of focusing on such a big night, especially as they were facing a 9-0-1 team. He finished by revealing the
secret. “One more thing,” Schmier said to his players. “I have some news that is going to rock your world. Like I say,
defense wins it. We have someone that’s going to be joining us playing tonight and I need one of you players not to
dress tonight. Talk about it amongst yourselves. Derek’s going to be playing tonight.”
From there the dressing room erupted in cheers, some players even broke down in tears at the news. It was a
needed emotional boost for a team that was going through an up-and-down season. Once the furor died down,
Derek started getting ready, but kept getting interrupted by requests from local news stations for interviews. He
didn’t really get to settle in until later on, and once he hit the ice he was running on adrenaline. Still, while he took
part in warmups in full uniform and all of his equipment on, no one in the crowd knew he would be playing. It was
Dave Schneider, Bethpage superintendent of schools who made the announcement, which resulted in a roar from
the crowd.
There was still a game to be played, and the Eagles came out gave their best performance of the season, one
that was capped by a strong defensive effort in the final moments. As Bethpage held a 4-3 lead with under a minute
to go and after some penalties, Oceanside found themselves with an empty net and a 5-on-3 advantage. “There’s no
way I’m getting off this ice,” Derek told Schmier when asked if he wanted to stay on for the final shift.
A complete 60-minute effort wouldn’t be without some luck. As Oceanside pressed for the tying goal, their best
chance clanked off the goal post with seconds remaining. The ensuing face off was tied up in the corner by Bethpage
and time ran out with the Eagles immediately surrounding Derek in celebration. “I have never been involved in a
sporting event like that night. It was so emotional,” said Schmier,
who still remains impressed at the level his team played at that
night. “I’ve watched games since…I actually told them, I don’t
ever want to hear that that team was better. I saw what you
could do tonight, you have no more excuses because they were
capable of that.”
The game took place two days before Derek’s 17th birthday
and the victory only added to a night that was a complete success. By the end, $21,016 (Derek wears No. 16) had been raised
for pediatric cancer research at Cohen Children’s Medical Center.
“I don’t think anything really changed me,” said Derek of
his cancer experience. “I learned that there’s a lot more good
people out there than you think.”
(Continued on page 11)

Derek was unable to finish two other games the rest of the season as the effects of his radiation treatments
were too much for his body. His fight wasn’t over yet as there was a second surgery on Feb. 1. Another MRI in
January showed doctors that part of the tumor that was left there originally did not go away and it had grown a little.
The good news was that the surgeon was confident he could go in and get it, mainly because there was more room
between the tumor and the brain than he originally expected.
Pro-active treatments are now being done to prevent the cancer
from returning and eventually he’ll begin an oral chemotherapy
treatment. The fatigue he experiences from the radiation treatments
is expected to wear off by the end of the month and while they’re not
focusing on it yet, he should be fully ready to return to the ice next
season.
A week after the second surgery, Derek was a guest of New York
Rangers defenseman Kevin Shattenkirk during his annual Kancer Jam
fundraiser. The two connected thanks to a teacher at Bethpage High
School and met after a game at Madison Square Garden in late
December. Shattenkirk wasn’t the only NHL player to reach out.
Fellow Long Island native Charlie McAvoy of the Boston Bruins sent a
signed jersey, as did Alex Tuch, who got his Vegas Golden Knights
teammates to autograph one for Derek.
Through this experience, nothing phased Derek. While his family
were concerned about his health, he never complained about what
he was going through. His only concern was when he’d be able to play
hockey again.
“I don’t even think it’s still hit me,” said Derek, who was named
after Boston Bruins great Derek Sanderson even though Don is a diehard Rangers fan. “When I found out that my last surgery went well,
as the doctor said, in remission as of right now. I never really freaked
out. So I don’t think it’s even hit me that I was diagnosed with it yet,
let alone healed.”
“He was never high and low,” said Don. “He’s Derek. This is
Derek.” That was never more evident as the four of us sat for an
interview last week and Schmier casually broke the news to Derek
that he would be the team’s captain next season.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Last year Team Good Shepherd raised $7,058 with only six
participants! Please help us surpass that amount by participating and/or
donating! You can participate either as a shaver, a barber, or a volunteer. Please
note that “Shaving your head” does not mean going bald, rather just a very short
buzz cut. If you would like to actively participate or donate to Team Good Shepherd,
please visit www.stbaldricks.org/participants/mypage/1005382/2019. If you prefer
not to donate on line, please use the donation form on page 7 of this newsletter, in
our weekly announcements available in the church on Sundays and on our website
daily. Also, please consider asking your employer if they have a donation matching
program and be sure to include that on the form. Whether you participate or not,
please be sure to stop by Mattlin Middle School on Monday, March 11th between
3:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. for food, raffles, hair extensions & lots of fun to support a great
cause!
Maybe you’ll win some great prizes!

At our 10:15 a.m. worship on February 3rd, The children of Good Shepherd School & Good Shepherd
Sunday School sang “Love Love Love,” “Jesus Loves
Me,” and “He’s Got the Whole World.”

♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫
The POB JFK HS Mixed Choir raised just
under $500 to support their Monday Evening
Choir and A Capella Groups at their first
fundraiser here on February 2nd.

Helga Mitze’s niece
Stephanie Machacek and
Stephen Boyd were married on
1/30/19, the 70th anniversary of
Helga’s marriage to William.

Naomi & John Hulver
6 years on 3/24
Helen & Argot Meyer
51 years on 3/23
Barbara & Dominick Valenza
27 years on 3/22

Congratulations to
Veronica Garcia & Paul Vasold
Married 2/17/19

Benjamin Karl Zacek
Born 2/20/19 at 7:15 p.m.
6lbs 7ozs. 19inches
Congratulations,
parents Adam & Natasha
and big sister Katiya,
grandparents Karl and Vera,
and aunts Jennifer Stoddart &
Stephanie Brienza!

Happy
Clara Ashrafi ~ 3/8
Sarah Beers ~ 3/11
Jennifer Biren ~ 3/28
Mary Jo Blackmon ~ 3/5
Brian Cerisano ~ 3/19
Nicole DeFilippis ~ 3/29
Susan Devine ~ 3/31
Hope Donitz ~ 3/16
Christopher Garcia ~ 3/6
Madison Gresser ~ 3/22
Michael Haupt ~ 3/25
Declan Jansky ~ 3/4
Ruchita Jhaveri ~ 3/19
Erika Jurik ~ 3/8
Meagan Knapp ~ 3/12
Carol Koenig ~ 3/28
Amy Kuchynskas ~ 3/13
Emma LeBlond ~ 3/15
Madelyn Lee ~ 3/5
Paris Lin ~ 3/24
John Lomnicki ~ 3/30
Colette Lynch ~ 3/3
William Mangano ~ 3/26
Michelle Maron ~ 3/19

Karen McBride ~ 3/14
Halli Mecabe-Alexander ~ 3/7
Maryann Murphy ~ 3/6
Hanae Okubo ~ 3/12
Alexandria Olanick ~ 3/20
Lars Olsen ~ 3/5
Katalina Paterakis ~ 3/9
Olivia Philip ~ 3/28
Gabriela Pilarte ~ 3/18
Michael Raymond ~ 3/23
Brian Roerden ~ 3/5
Joseph Rooney ~ 3/14
Shane Savarese ~ 3/16
Lilli Schulz ~ 3/24
Riley Shickler ~ 3/17
Kimberly Sieloff ~ 3/1
Cristen Staiano ~ 3/5
Nicole Steinert ~ 3/4
Christina Uzzo ~ 3/16
Jonathan Uzzo ~ 3/28
Michael Walsh ~ 3/13
Matthew Wiegert ~ 3/18
Erica Yun ~ 3/18

Belated: Alicia Carlson ~ 2/26

FOR THOSE IN NEED OF HEALING

Allison & Dave (Karin Kienle’s friends), Barbara
Altman (Alice Vorstadt’s friend), Helen Anderson, Anthony (Karen Faucera’s friend), Ariana (Susan
Ferraro’s friend), Charlie Aviano (Garcia family friend), Pat Ballard (Reverend Dale Carr), Chris
Balos, Barbara Bajore, Alex & Derek Bartkow, Carolyn (Wuerffel) Bayerkohler, Marilyn & Paul
Benner, Joe & Carol Berardino, Martha & Tom Berardino, Grace Berry, John Binsfeld (Benner family
friend), Miriam & Paula Bistany (Grappone family friend), Emily Brandi (Wakefield family friend),
Laura Brandt (Thomas family friend), Janet Brazel (Terry Miccio’s relative), John Brooks (Debra’s
husband), Annmarie Brown, Arthur Brown (Dean’s father), Glen Cacchioli, Connie Campbell (Patty
Larson’s sister in law), Patricia Cannata, Lynn Carlson, Bill Carroll (Rose Minnick’s friend), Sally
Christophedes (Grappone family friend), Olga Colandro (Olsen family friend), Amanda Conca (Grappone family friend),
Gisela Conforti, Maya Contreras & family (Alice Vorstadt’s relatives), Frank Costeira (Martha Peterson’s friend), David
Cronin, Chris Cucci, Frank Dell’Aquila (GSL teacher Diane Kideris’s father), Claudia DeMauro, Georgeann Diblasi (Sue
Wakefield’s relative), Gregory Diehl (Dorothy Turaukas’s son), Romia Dimor (Wenger family friend), Steven Dux (Irma
Carlson’s nephew), Theresa Eby (Mary Oliveto’s relative), Dilliana Edwards, Becky Ernst (Paul Wenger’s cousin), Judy
Esposito (Karen Faucera’s friend), Richard Faithfull (Grappone family friend), Eric Faret, Ricky Fedyk (Sue Wakefield’s
friend), Margaret Fiedler, Pat Fiedler, Danny Fink, Marcelle Figlo, Susan, Anthony, and Alice
Ferraro, Arlene Fraraccio (George Hirn’s sister), Gary, June & Rosalie, Jackie Gentner, Ray
Gorka, Katelyn Gregorie (Grappone family friend), Kenneth Hall (Ronn’s brother), Sean
Harrison (Lorch family friend), Ellen Harvey (Terry Miccio’s friend), Waltraud Havenschild
Vicar Adam Reinhardt (Andrea Uzzo’s relative), Diane Helmers, Gunhild Hendrickson, Katherine Hill, Tobi Indellicati,
Preparing for Ordination
Michelle Jackowdik (Annmarie Brown’s relative), Jessica, Jimi (Chrissi Canino’s relative), Amy
Kalb (Karen Faucera’s friend), Robin Kane (Rose Minnick’s relative), Lois Kazarian,
Susie Klemm (Bruno family), Myung Sook Ko (GSL School Teacher Esther’s sister),
Evelyn & Niko Kontonis & their family, Jon Krenkel (Terry Miccio’s cousin), Heather
Rose Landry, Kenneth Lane, Carol Larson (Bob Rickmeyer’s sister), Rolando Larrondo
(Jennifer Stoddart’s relative) Lois Lengenfelder, Charles & Michael Leva (Angel
Lorch’s uncle & father), Madeline LoCuercio, Angel, Christopher & Marie Lorch, Ron
Lupi (Meyer family friend), Roger Luedtke (Sue Devine’s brother in law), Joe Marino
(Annmarie Brown’s relative), Vanessa Masih (Lisa Cacchioli’s student’s sister), Matt
THOSE WHO
Massucci & his family (Vollono family friend), Diane Matales (Lilli Schulz’s friend), FOR
Pastor Fred McElderry, Dorothy McGowan, Annette Meitzner (Roy Steinhilber’s
GRIEVE: Kathy Matullo and
friend), Nancy Michaelis (Dawn Zacchino’s mother), Martha Minnicozzi & Pat Miskey
(Brown family friends), Judi Miranda, Teddy Moore (Miccio family friend), Maryellen the family & friends of her
Moyse, Ellie Mueller, Jane Muller (Sean Cooke’s friend), Karen Murphy (Donna friend Jack, Kiersten & Steve
Hickey’s friend), Richard Murphy (Mary Ann’s Son), Ann Ocker, Anthony Pericone Kessler and the family & friends
(Donna Hickey’s friend), Diana Petrielo (Terry Miccio’s friend), Mark Prowatzke of Steve’s father, Gary; and the
(Danny Wenger’s father in law), Bob Rickmeyer, Justin Rogers (Karin Kienle’s family & friends of Thomas
nephew), Stephanie Rogers (Ferrara family friend), Mackenzie Ruff, Barbara Russo Triola.
(Susan Ferraro’s friend), George Saueracker, Elena Savage (Jeff & Susan Wakefield’s granddaughter), Craig Schumacker
(Elaine Mark’s relative), Danna Sgambati, Kenny Shrypek (McGowan family friend), Diane Sicca (Debbie Garcia’s sister),
Barbara Silber (Sarah Wenger Silber’s mother in law), Eric Silva & family (Karen Faucera’s friends), Jennifer Sorenson
(Cathy Vollono’s friend), Judy Stal (Christine Adolphus’s daughter), Ken Steffens, Ed Strauhs, Raymond Tarnok (Pat
Fiedler’s nephew), Debbie Tassi (Denise Donitz’s sister), Richie Taylor (Ann Rickmeyer’s friend), Paul Thompson (Lisa
Olsen’s relative) the Thomas Family, Tori & Family (Karen Faucera’s friend), Nancy Tucker, Domenick Tuozzo, Kathy Van
Driessche, Lisa Van Tress (Donna Hickey’s friend), Ralph Wahl (Alice Vorstadt’s relative), Jeff Wakefield, Clifton Weed
(Fiedler family friend), Danny Wenger, John Wenger, Marilyn Weyant (Maisch family friend), Derek
Zacchino, Brother George Zenle, Julia, Pat, Josie, Jennifer & Nicole (Genevieve’s Helping Hands).

FOR THOSE IN SERVICE:

CPT Hector Ruben Alejandro, USMC, (Lori Mason’s friend),
Matthew Beers (Army), Keith & Kyle Calderone (Army), SGT Sean Hassett (Lori Mason’s cousin),
MAJ Paul Rickmeyer, Captain Robert Saueracker, 1st Lt. Jack Senft (Maureen Cooke’s friend),
Major Philip Sounia, Corporal Nicholas Ventrelli-O’Connell (Patty Larson’s family friend).
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AMBIGUOUS LOSS
By Rev. Thomas Taylor, LCSW-R, Ph.D., LCC Pastoral Counselor

A funny thing happened on the way to telling people I was ill. By ill I mean cancer—prostate cancer. The
funny thing that happened was how many colleagues, friends, and family shared stories of being ill
themselves—stories I had not heard: a colleague with breast cancer, a church leader with prostate cancer,
a friend who recently lost a parent to cancer, and so on. All of a sudden, I find myself on this well-trod path
with many fellow travelers on a similar journey—a journey that is, for many, a long one. While I am
reassured by the stories shared by fellow prostate cancer survivors, I’m am still in an odd place. An
in-between place—one including both fear and hope.
Pauline Boss*, the family therapist who created the concept “ambiguous loss,” suggests paradoxical
thinking helps us face ambiguous and in-between places. For me, I have to hold two opposing ideas in my
mind at the same time: I am ill and I feel healthy. I have cancer and it’s treatable. Paradoxical thinking
challenges our preference for either/or, black or white thinking such as “I have terminal cancer” or “I don’t
have cancer.” Binary thinking, according to Ms Boss, involves some denial and lack of truth at each end of
the paradox. Moreover, we don’t like in-between places or states of mind that require waiting and not
knowing. We want closure. We want our loved ones as well as ourselves to get over our losses so we can
move on with our lives.
“Here’s the crux,” Ms. Boss says, “Now and then, there’s a problem that has no solution. It could be an
illness. It could be a lost person. It could be something like more everyday ambiguous losses such as
adoption, divorce, immigration. Now and then, there are problems that don’t have a perfect fix. And then
this idea of holding two opposing ideas in your mind at the same time is very useful for stress reduction.”
Life is full of in-between states, of situations involving “ambiguous loss”, in which our expectation for
closure doesn’t fit. Situations, according to Ms Boss, of complicated grief that include illness, divorce,
addiction, aging, and, of course, death. “You love somebody. And when they’re lost; you still care about
them. You can’t just turn it off.” Another example is caring for someone with dementia—they are physically
present but may no longer be psychologically/emotionally present. We expect to grieve in stages, you
know, like Kubler-Ross taught. Wrong. Kubler-Ross’s stages of grief described, according to Ms. Boss, what
a dying person goes through but not what their caregivers go through. Instead, Ms. Boss suggests, a caregiver’s grief is “more oscillations of up and down. These ups and downs get farther apart over time, but
they never completely go away, the downs, of feeling blue, of feeling sad”.
Those of us who are heirs to Luther’s paradoxical view of Christian life, for example—that we are
simultaneously saint and sinner—are grounded in living with ambiguity and holding two opposing ideas in
our hearts and minds at the same time. Being grounded in this paradox is, among many things, good for our
stress reduction. Moreover, it deepens our empathy for others living with an “ambiguous loss” that has no
clear resolution or closure. It is one way in which we share with others we are on a similarly well-trod path
and that none of us is alone.
* Boss, Pauline. “The Myth of Closure.” On Being, Krista Tippett, PBS. December 13, 2018, Original Air Date June 23, 2016.
The Rev. Thomas S. Taylor, STM, LCSW-R, PhD, is counselor-in-residence at Advent Lutheran Church in New York, NY, and at LCC’s
Bronxville site, helping individuals, couples and families with a variety of mental health issues.
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